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Over the course of the first two years we identified several background 
components, each requiring specific care

• Cosmic rays triggering the detector directly
→ Tracks are morphologically distinct from X-rays, radial trend
• An isotropic X-ray background of instrumental origin

→ Coordinate independent, indistinguishable from other events
• A DU-dependent time variable X-ray background of unknown origin 

→ Compatible with a line at ~1.5 keV (aluminium fluorescence from solar 
activity?), affecting the three DUs differently
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Our background components

Situational

Straightforward

Sorcery



Cosmic raysCosmic rays
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Event morphology

Morphological difference
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Cosmic ray rejection

Description of the tool
● Associates the level 1 events to level 2 events
● Filters through the relevant columns 

(EVT_FRA, NUM_PIX, TRK_BORD)

Outputs:
● A level 2 file which is excised of cosmic ray events

Checks:
● You can check by making a map and noticing no trace of the source

From di Marco et al. (2023): Morphological ID of the track criteria



Residual backgroundResidual background
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Characteristics
Plane of the sky distribution Spectrum
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The infamous bump

The static component
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Characteristics
Plane of the sky distribution Spectrum
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Static component
No *evident* time nor space nor detector unit variability

● Estimate from an off-source region
● Estimate from another observation
● Stack other observations

● No evidence of polarization → simple dilution, we can chill
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Time-variable backgroundTime-variable background
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The infamous 1.5 keV bump
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All previous strategies of characterization fail

● DU-wise variability
● Short timescale variability (e.g.: “Flares”)
● Some hints of polarization → GET IT OFF ME!

A shot in the dark
● Flaring activity from the sun, directional and mildly polarized
● DU1 is more protected than DU2 and DU3, but polarization properties vary
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The infamous 1.5 keV bump
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The infamous bump
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With online
Content!
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1. Cosmic ray rejection
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We’ll be using obsid 02009701 for this example, we’ll do a rejection and a simple sanity check which is often
The only thing that needs to be done on point sources

Syntax: filter_background.py level2_file_path
level1_file_path. One file (e.g.: DU) at a time

Takes a while to run, but should get you through
In seconds, minutes at most (i was running on
An external drive on my laptop)

Produces _rej-tagged fits files containing a list of
X-ray only events. 
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1. Cosmic ray rejection
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If you are interested on the events that have been 
rejected (for debugging reasons), you need to call the 
app with another option

It’s gonna take its time..

And you can run it for all 3 Dus. Eventually, your
level 2 file folder will look like this

Let’s make the most basic check to see if
everything went right: let’s make a cmap with xpbin

And now let’s visualize it with xpbinview. To 
increase the signal i’m going to stack all three DUs

The resulting count map will pop up almost 
immediately. We are looking for a residual trace of 
the source to see wether some good events have 
leaked into the rejected
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1. Cosmic ray rejection
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CMAP of the rejected bkg CMAP of the “clean” events
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1. Cosmic ray rejection
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Success! People who are interested
only in point/bright sources can take a 
nap now...

Online content:
● Di Marco's app (github)

https://github.com/aledimarco/IXPE-background
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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Let’s say that after the background rejection you still want to get rid of the residual background (but not in
obsid 02009701 of course). You might be in a situation that resembles this one (obsid 02001701)

Rejected background Source + residual background
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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You can then make a pcube of a region selected through ds9
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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Comparison with background only pcube

Crude estimate: about 30% is background despite rejection
this is gonna alter our polarization degree

→ Subtraction required
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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For subtraction you need to manipulate PCUBES, so we have to get to python + ixpeobssim

Pipeline.something: like launching something.py from
a terminal with few small differences:

● Returns the output file list, making it trivial to
chain commands

● The arguments are comma separated instead of
input with --

xBinnedSomething.from_file_list(file_list): creates
an instance of the binned products with useful
built-in methods

● plot (equivalent to xbinview.py)
● as_table() also included in xpbinview, prints out

all the relevant data in a nicelt formatted way
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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For subtraction you need to manipulate PCUBES, so we have to get to python + ixpeobssim

This is gonna make the pcubes, plot them and
output the parameters waiting for your input before
proceeding further

Subtraction is performed using the -=, the pcube
will be updates in place
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2. Simultaneous background extraction
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For subtraction you need to manipulate PCUBES, so we have to get to python + ixpeobssim

Signal region Background region Background-subtracted pcube
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3. Background extraction (Lazy)
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Extracting the background from the same observation is not always possible 
● Extended source covering the whole FoV
● Bright source leaking into the background region by means of the PSF
● Regions you don’t trust (contamination from astrophysical background, edge effects, dithering etc)

Instead of extracting the background you can simulate one from a template based on our frst test observation
of SMC-X1, the simulation is run by inputing a config file as usual and by defining a duration

Config file location: ixpeobssim/ixpeobssim/config/instrumental_bkg_smcx1.py

Command to run: xpobssim.py –configfile instrumental_bkg_smcx1.py –duration 10000000

This will simulate an unpolarized background observation of 1Ms which can be used for pcube subtraction.
The config file imports the class xTemplateInstrumentalBkg, which can be used as a source model in a
Simulation (e.g.: for a proposal)
Import command: from ixpeobssim.srcmodel.bkg import xTemplateInstrumentalBkg

We are developing a better way to extract backgrounds (e.g.: from larger statistics), but unfortuntely it’s not yet
super practical
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)
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The static background component can be estimated from an arbitrary 
number of other observaion, increasing the statistics and the robustness 
of the estimate, with some caveats

● The estimate is best performed on faint sources (beware of the PSF!)
● You must be careful on getting only static component (so first of all check 

the source spectrum or light curve to see if you detect the bump or flares)
● The stacking of observations is possible even for creating a template that 

can be used for simulations like the SMC-X1
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)
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Remember: ixpe is dithered, so you cannot explot the full field of view for extraction. This is also documented 
In Di Marco et al. (2023). The best place to look for a background sample is when the radial profile plateaus 

Then you need to use xpselect to select a ring around the
source

The output file will be a ring containing pure background. The
backscal keyword will be updated to reflect the real area of 
the ring and can be used to rescale the counts
You now have 2 options:
● Use this background “as is” and do a pcube subtraction as

in the examples shown earlier
● Do this for several well-behaved observations and stack the

backgrounds to create e template
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)
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The process of creating a background template is straightforward (but you need to switch to the right branch)
1) Switch to instrumental_background branch

2) Create spectra from the background fields. You can stack as many as you want – the more the better

3) Now you can create the template by simply inputting the list of pha1 files to xpbkgtemplate

The background template is placed ixpeobssim/srcmodel/ascii/instrumental_bkg_template.txt

4) We can now use it to simulate a large-statistics background-only file through xpobssim, essentially 
copying the structure of the config file already shipped in ixpeobssim (config/instrumental_bkg_mean.py) 
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)
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The only thing that you will need to change in instrumental_bkg_mean.py is the file_path line 

Then you can create the background sample with ixpeobssim using this as a config file. For a Ms you need
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)
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Let’s check this background using the tools that we learned to use

CMAP PHA1
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3. Background extraction (Other observations)

2024-04-08

Online content:
● Di Marco's app (github)
● pcube subtraction example
● Data folder

Success! You can now do two things

● Create and subtract PCUBES
● Add xTemplateInstrumentalBkg with

the right path as an ixpeobssim 
simulation component when making
a proposal (this is more accurate then
PIMMS and more sensitive to additional
components)

You can get creative with the bump and 
background extraction but keep in mind 
that xTemplateInstrumentalBkg inherits
from its simplified version the lack of
support for background polarization,

https://github.com/aledimarco/IXPE-background
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qoor1adC018KNDs3qKYK8tofYZZ0SMMo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Scn8c2jHMh0KJHQt-frbRUzhev-UYMJe?usp=sharing
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

The template is not polarized but I said that the 1.5 keV bump *might*

● The safest way is to just get rid of it, and make it so under-threshold that
its polarization is diluted to insignificant.

● If you want to characterize it you can avoid subtracting it but it’s some work
that you are gonna do on your own

● Hints: Model the static component and the bump from a large sample of observations and fit 
them in xspec, then add the model of the bkg to your overall source fit.
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Create a rate histogram and recover the time intervals in which you can detect the flares (sudden in increase)

Caveats: The rate is events/livetime, need to create two different histograms with the same binning

Upon detecting sharp deviated rate histogram bins you can define time intervals to reject

Now, you will need to update the LIVETIME as well
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4. Deflaring
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Finally, update the LIVETIME. This is the trickiest part
● First, we get the BTIs* from the quantile clipping
● Now for each BTI we create a boolean mask of 

what was before and after

*Digression: they are bad because contaminated 
by a huge background, but have nothing to do with
the negation of GTIs as intended in IXPE
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Finally, update the LIVETIME. This is the trickiest part
● First, we get the BTIs from the quantile clipping
● Now for each BTI we create a boolean mask of 

what was before and after
● We make the AND of all of those

*Digression: they are bad because contaminated 
by a huge background, but have nothing to do with
the negation of GTIs as intended in IXPE
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Finally, update the LIVETIME. This is the trickiest part
● First, we get the BTIs from the quantile clipping
● Now for each BTI we create a boolean mask of 

what was before and after
● We make the AND of all of those
● We filter the event file with the final boolean 

mask

*Digression: they are bad because contaminated 
by a huge background, but have nothing to do with
the negation of GTIs as intended in IXPE
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Finally, update the LIVETIME. This is the trickiest part
● First, we get the BTIs from the quantile clipping
● Now for each BTI we create a boolean mask of 

what was before and after
● We make the AND of all of those
● We filter the event file with the final boolean 

mask
● We update the livetime using all_events=True, 

this is because summing the livetime on the 
events that appear only on the level2 file wouls 
underestimate it due to exclusion of events 
coming from other cuts (e.g.: fiducial area trim)

*Digression: they are bad because contaminated 
by a huge background, but have nothing to do with
the negation of GTIs as intended in IXPE
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Example: deflaring du2 for obsid 02001599
Rate distribution (histogram 
of build_ratehist().content)
And 0.975 quantile for 
clipping (log scale) 

Spectrum before clipping Spectrum after clipping
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4. Deflaring

2024-04-08

Example: deflaring du2 for obsid 02001599

Light curve before clipping Light curve after clipping Livetime: before and after
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4. Deflaring
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You survived! Recommended exercise:

Remove flares from du2 or 3 of some 
extended source (e.g.: 02006799) after 
rejecting the background. 
● You can play around with the provided 

scripts to see what happens to the 
spectra or to the light curve with 
different rejection threshold

● Make histograms to check the 
distribution of the rate bins, check what 
changes with different bin size.

● What happens to polarization with 
diferent quantile cliippings? 

● What is your best background template 
for subtraction after rejection and 
deflaring?

Questions? Observations?
● mailto:stefano.silvestri@pi.infn.it

Online content:
● Di Marco's app (github)
● pcube subtraction example
● deflaring example
● Data folder

mailto:stefano.silvestri@pi.infn.it
https://github.com/aledimarco/IXPE-background
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qoor1adC018KNDs3qKYK8tofYZZ0SMMo/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10stcUPizPzB8q0E4eRdugNgaeEg1-4tA/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Scn8c2jHMh0KJHQt-frbRUzhev-UYMJe?usp=sharing

